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The thermal oil system is one of the important systems onboard. This system is 
used to heat fuel which will be used in the operation of the main engine, auxiliary 
engine, and boiler. In its process, it needs suitable equipment (able to withstand 
the working pressure and temperature) to support the operation of this system. 
  
The thermal oil system is already installed on MT. Parigi, but has not been tested 
yet. This system will be operated at working pressure and working temperature 
of 5 kgf/cm2 and 180oC, respectively. Furthermore, the heat which is produced by 
thermal oil system must be able to fulfill the required temperature of each fuel 
tank. Therefore, it is needed some analyses to ensure that the thermal oil system 
that has been installed on 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker is safe to operate and 
appropriate with the design requirement. 
 
This bachelor thesis analyzes the reliability of pipes that used in thermal oil piping 
system inside the fuel tanks (heating coil), by doing a pipe stress analysis. This 
pipe stress analysis is done by using Caesar II Software, with ASME B31.3., as code 
standard. Moreover, this thesis analyzes heat transfer process along distribution 
line of thermal oil piping system. This is intended to define is the thermal oil 
system able to transfer heat according to the designed value.  
 
The result of simulation for pipe stress analysis shows a satisfied result, where the 
stress that happened in storage tank portside, storage tank starboard, settling 
tank, service tank portside, and service tank starboard are 12530,5 kPa, 14336 
kPa, 3953,1 kPa, 3079,7 kPa, and 3079,8 kPa, respectively. These stress results 
mean that all stress happened in each heating coil pipe of the tanks are lower 
than the allowable stress of the pipe, namely 135190,7 kPa. The result of heat 




of thermal oil along distribution line into the fuel oil tanks is appropriate with the 
design value, namely 180oC for input temperature into the fuel tanks and 140oC 
for output temperature of thermal oil from the fuel tanks. 
 
Keywords – Thermal Oil System, 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker, Pipe Stress 
Analysis, Heating Coil, Caesar II, Heat Transfer Analysis, Distribution Line, 
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Sistem thermal oil merupakan salah satu sistem atau instalasi yang penting di 
kapal. Sistem ini digunakan untuk memanaskan bahan bakar, yang mana bahan 
bakar tersebut nantinya akan digunakan untuk menunjang operasional dari main 
engine, auxiliary engine, dan boiler. Dalam pengoperasiannya, sistem ini 
memerlukan peralatan-peralatan yang sesuai (mampu bertahan pada tekanan 
dan temperatur kerja) untuk menunjang operasional. 
 
Sistem thermal oil tersebut telah terpasang di kapal MT. Parigi, tetapi belum di 
tes. Sistem ini akan dioperasikan pada tekanan kerja 5 bar dan temperatur kerja 
180oC. Selanjutnya, panas yang dihasilkan oleh sistem ini harus dapat memenuhi 
temperatur yang dibutuhkan oleh masing-masing tangki bahan bakar. Oleh 
karena itu, diperlukan beberapa analisa untuk memastikan bahwa sistem thermal 
oil yang telah dipasang pada 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker aman untuk 
dioperasikan dan sesuai dengan persyaratan desain yang ada. 
 
Skripsi ini menganalisa keandalan pipa yang digunakan pada sistem perpipaan 
thermal oil yang berada di dalam tangki bahan bakar (heating coil), yaitu dengan 
cara melakukan analisa tegangan pipa. Analisis ini dilakukan dengan 
menggunakan Software Caesar II dan ASME B31.3. sebagai standar kode pipa. 
Selain itu, skripsi ini menganalisa proses perpindahan panas yang terjadi di 
sepanjang jalur distribusi thermal oil. Hal ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui apakah 
sistem thermal oil yang telah terpasang mampu menghantarkan panas sesuai 
dengan nilai yang diinginkan. 
 
Hasil simulasi analisa tegangan pipa yang dilakukan menunjukkan hasil yang 
memuaskan, dimana tegangan yang terjadi pada pipa koil pemanas di storage 




service tank starboard adalah sebesar 12530,5 kPa, 14336 kPa, 3953,1 kPa, 3079,7 
kPa, dan 3079,8 kPa. Hasil ini menunjukkan bahwa nilai semua tegangan yang 
terjadi pada pipa koil pemanas tangki-tangki bahan bakar lebih rendah 
dibandingkan dengan nilai tegangan pipa yang diijinkan (allowable stress), yaitu 
135190,7 kPa. Hasil perhitungan analisa perpindahan panas juga menunjukkan 
hasil yang memuaskan, dimana nilai perpindahan panas yang terjadi selama jalur 
distribusi thermal oil ke tangki-tangki bahan bakar sesuai dengan desain yang 
ada, yaitu 180oC untuk temperatur thermal oil masuk ke dalam tangki-tangki 
bahan bakar dan 140oC untuk keluaran temperatur thermal oil dari tangki-tangki 
bahan bakar. 
 
Kata Kunci – Sistem Thermal Oil, 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker, Analisa 
Tegangan Pipa, Heating Coil, Caesar II, Analisa Perpindahan Panas, Jalur 
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Piping is a system of pipes used to convey fluids (liquids and gases) from one 
location to another. Industrial process piping (and accompanying in-line 
components) can be manufactured from wood, fiberglass, glass, steel, aluminum, 
plastic, copper, and concrete. In designing of piping, there are some factors that 
must be considered, such as the fluid characteristics which will flow inside the 
pipe, location, material used, the standard code of piping, and others.  
 
In designing of piping systems, have been many cases where the pipeline which 
has designed actually can not withstand the pressure of the fluid that through 
inside it so that the pipeline eventually experiencing cracks and causing leaks. 
Therefore, in designing piping system, one of the requirements that must be 
done is pipe stress analysis. 
 
Pipe stress analysis is conducted with the aim to ensure that the piping system 
can operate safely without any wreck. Pipe stress analysis can analyze the pipe’s 
material resistance to a fluid flow inside the pipe which can lead to corrosion and 
crack, can also analyze the pipe’s lifetime, and others. Some factors that can affect 
the pipe’s strength are stress, corrosion, and erosion. 
 
  
Figure 1.1. 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker 
Reference: http://www.anggrekhitam.com/product-oil-tanker-pattimura/ 
 
The thermal oil system is one of the important systems that installed on the ship. 
It is used to transfer heat from thermal oil into each fuel tank so that the fuel oil 





temperature, in which if not evaluated can cause damage to existing piping 
system (for example cracking). Therefore, this bachelor thesis analyzes the 
strength of thermal oil piping system inside each fuel tank (heating coil), which 
will be done by using a simulation of software, namely Caesar II. This bachelor 
thesis also analyzes is the thermal oil piping system able to transfer heat into the 
fuel oil tanks with the designed value. 
 
In the other word, this bachelor thesis will conduct an engineering evaluation for 
thermal oil piping system on MT. Parigi. This assessment or evaluation must be 
done because the current thermal oil piping system that installed on board has 
not been tested yet, so it does not know whether the piping system can operate 
safely or not. The evaluation will be done by using two analyses, namely pipe 
stress analysis, and heat transfer analysis. 
 
1.2. Statement of Problems 
 
Based on the background above, the author will elevate some problems as follow. 
1. How much stresses happened and where the stress location is the most 
critical in the thermal oil piping system?; 
2. If condition that was stated on no. 1 occurs, what method will be done to 
overcome or reduce the critical stress in thermal oil piping system?; 
3. Is thermal oil piping system inside the fuel tanks that has been installed 
onboard able to withstand the pressure and temperature of the fluid 
(thermal oil) flowing therein (allowable pipe stress is bigger than stresses that 
happened in the pipe)?; 
4. Is thermal oil system that has been installed onboard able to distribute heat 
into the fuel oil tanks in accordance with the value which has been calculated 
at the design stage?. 
 
1.3. Research Limitations 
 
To keep this bachelor thesis focus at the problems which are mentioned before, 
there must be limitations. The limitations are as follow. 
1. Analyses are only done on MT. Parigi (17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker); 
2. Just analyze the stress occur in thermal oil piping system (heating coil) and 









1.4. Research Objectives 
 
The objectives of writing this bachelor thesis are as follow. 
1. To calculate how much stresses happened and find out where the most 
critical stress location happened in the thermal oil piping system on fuel oil 
tanks; 
2. To identify what method will be done to overcome or reduce the critical 
stress in thermal oil piping system if there is a critical stress; 
3. To identify is the thermal oil piping system inside the fuel tanks that has been 
installed onboard able to withstand the pressure and temperature of the 
fluid (thermal oil) flowing therein (allowable pipe stress is bigger than 
stresses that happened in the pipe); 
4. To identify is the thermal oil system that has been installed onboard able to 
distribute heat into the fuel oil tanks in accordance with the value which has 
been calculated at the design stage. 
 
1.5. Research Benefits 
 
The benefits of writing this bachelor thesis are as follow. 
1. Understand procedures in calculating the stresses happened and in finding 
out the most critical stress location happened in thermal oil piping system of 
fuel tanks; 
2. Known the method which will used to overcome or reduce the critical stress 
happened in thermal oil piping system; 
3. Conclude is the thermal oil piping system inside the fuel tanks that has been 
installed onboard able to withstand the pressure and temperature of the 
fluid (thermal oil) flowing therein (allowable pipe stress is bigger than 
stresses that happened in the pipe)?; 
4. Conclude is the thermal oil system that has been installed onboard able to 
distribute heat into the fuel oil tanks in accordance with the value which has 








































In transporting heat onboard, there are three types of heater that commonly used 
in maritime industry, they are thermal oil heaters, steam heaters, and electrical 
heaters. Each of this type of heater has advantages and disadvantages, but in 
producing heat on board without need high operating pressures just thermal oil 
heaters can do that process.  
 
The 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker (MT. Parigi) use the thermal oil system to 
provide heat to the HFO tanks onboard. The heating process of thermal oil fluid 
on MT. Parigi is done by boiler and economizer. It will use boiler to heat the fluid 
when the ship sails in the territorial sea or use power of the main engine below 
85% MCR. Meanwhile, economizer will be used when the ship sails at the high 
sea (minimum use 85% MCR of the main engine). The following figure will show 
the exhaust gas data of main engine (MAN 6S35MC7.1-TRII with 1 MAN TCR22-
21). 
 
Table 2.1. ISO Exhaust Gas Data of Main Engine used on MT. Parigi 









Exh. Gas Amount 
(kg/h) 
Exh. Gas Temp. 
(oC) 
100 4440 173 179 37200 265 
95 4218 170.1 178 35900 258 
90 3996 167 177.4 34600 253 
85 3774 163.9 177.1 33300 249 
80 3552 160.6 177 31900 246 
75 3330 157.2 177.2 30400 245 
70 3108 153.6 177.7 28800 245 
65 2886 149.9 178.4 27200 247 
60 2664 145.9 179.4 25500 250 
 
Thermal oil plant need supported equipment to distribute heat to the nomination 
tanks, such as pipes, pumps, valves, pressure indicator, and others. The following 
figure will show the schematic diagram of thermal oil system on 17500 LTDW 







Figure 2.1. Schematic Diagram of Thermal Oil System on 17500 LTDW Product Oil Tanker 





Thermal oil system can be operated in high temperatures operation, up to 300oC. 
So, the supported equipment of this system must be able to withstand in that 
temperatures, if not, the equipment will become expanded because of the 
presence of thermal stress. One of the main components that must be ensured 
can withstand in that temperature is the piping system.  
 
The thermal oil piping system has been installed onboard, but the system has not 
been tested yet so that it does not know whether the system can operate safely 
or not. If the piping system used is not able to withstand in that temperature, 
then there must be a leakage in the thermal oil distribution process. If the piping 
system used is able to withstand the pressure and temperature of the thermal oil 
fluid, then the system also must be ensured that heat requirements of tanks 
onboard must be achieved in accordance with the designed value. 
 
2.2. Basic Theories 
 
2.2.1. Piping Codes Standard 
 
In designing the piping system, the designer must consider two factors in such 
planning, first is feasibility factors piping system design in terms of technical and 
second is the feasibility factors piping system in term of economic. The feasibility 
factors piping system design in terms of technical can be derived from doing 
some analysis, such as piping stress analysis, but the feasibility factors in term of 
economy depend on the financial policy of a company or industry which is based 
on codes. 
 
The piping code is a set of minimum requirements used to ensure that the plants 
built accordingly are safe and it specifies the permissible materials, acceptable 
designs and fabrications, and the inspection requirements and procedures 
(Liang-Chuan , Tsen-Loong, 2009). Today, almost all companies are using codes 








Figure 2.2. Roles of Codes and Standards 
Reference: Chuan & Loong (2009), Pipe Stress Engineering Chapter I, Page 20 
 
Actually, the codes are a stand-alone document with no enforcing power, but if 
the codes are adopted by the regulatory agencies, the codes will become a part 
of the law as shown in figure 2.2. above. Nowadays, many companies have 
adopted the piping codes as their requirement in constructing a plant and also 
the codes must be included in a contract. So, if one of the contract parties does 
not follow the standards or codes, then that party will be fined and could be 
reported by law. 
 
Today, there are some piping codes used by companies or industries, are as 
follows. 
1. ASME B31.1, Power Piping; 
2. ASME B31.3, Process Piping; 
3. ASME B31.4, Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquid Hydrocarbons and 
Other Liquids; 
4. ASME B31.5, Refrigeration Piping, and Heat Exchanger Components; 
5. ASME B31.8, Gas Transmission, and Distribution Piping Systems; 
6. ClassNK Rules Part D Machinery Installations and Part K Materials. 
 
2.2.2. Classification of Loads in Piping System 
 
In designing the pipeline path must consider loads that may be happened to the 
pipelines so that they are significant to the proposed plant and applicable to the 





failure to the pipeline or loss of reliability of the pipeline system so loads must be 
identified and accounted for design processes. In designing strength of the pipe, 
loads can be classified as follows. 
1) Sustained Loads; 
2) Occasional Loads; 
3) Construction Loads; 
4) Transient Loads. 
 
2.2.2.1. Sustained Loads 
 
Sustained loads are arising from the intended use of the pipeline system and 
loads from other sources. The weight of the pipeline, including components, 
fluids, and slurries, and loads due to pressure are examples of sustained loads. In 
all of the piping system, a pipe is designed to be able to withstand weight loads 
of fluid, insulation, components, and structure of the pipe itself. The following are 
some components that include to the sustained loads. 
a) Internal Design Pressure; 
b) External Hydrostatic Pressure; 
c) Weight Effects; 
d) Residual Loads; 
e) Subsidence. 
 
2.2.2.2. Occasional Loads 
 
Occasional loads are loads that occur “sometimes” in the piping system during 
the normal operation. Occasional loads can also call as loads which are applied 
to a system during the only small portion (typically 1 to 10 percent) of the plant’s 
operating life. There are several things that can cause occasional loads, namely. 
a) Earthquakes; 
b) Wind and Ice loads; 
c) Road and rail traffic; 
d) Vibration; 
e) Waves and currents; 
f) Temperature effects. 
 
2.2.2.3. Construction Loads 
 
Construction loads are loads that necessary for the installation and pressure 






a) Installation loads 
The installation loads are induced during transportation, handling, 
storage, and lowering-in shall be considered. 
 
b) Hydrostatic testing 
This kind of load is happened when the piping system is in hydrostatic 
testing process. These loads include weight of contents, thermal, and 
pressured end effect. 
 
2.2.2.4. Transient Loads 
 
Transient load means as loads that occur in pipeline operation, for example, fire, 
impact, falling objects, and transient conditions (accidental overpressure, 
equipment collisions, and others). 
 
2.2.3. Stresses in Piping System 
 
There are some stresses that occurred in the piping system during the operation. 
These stresses must be considered so that there is no any incident happened 
when the piping is under operation. It means that the value of total stress that 
occurred in a piping system must lower than the value of maximum allowable 
stress from the piping material properties. 
 
Stresses in the piping system can be divided into four categories, namely stress 
from internal pressure (circumferential or hoop stress), longitudinal stress, stress 
from thermal expansion, and radial stress. 
 
2.2.3.1. Stress from Internal Pressure 
 
Circumferential (hoop) stress is a stress in a pipe wall. It is represented by the 
forces inside the cylinder acting towards the circumference perpendicular to the 
length of the pipe. The effect of this stress has split the pipe into two halves as 






Figure 2.3. Circumferential (Hoop) Stress 
Reference: http://www.piping-engineering.com/induced-stresses-in-pipe.html 
 
For both restrained and unrestrained pipelines, the circumferential (hoop) stress 







Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 13 
 
Where:   D = Outside diameter of pipe, in (mm) 
   Pi = Internal design gage pressure, psi (bar) 
   SH = Circumferential (hoop) stress due to internal pressure, psi (MPa) 
   t = Wall thickness of pipe, in (mm) 
 
2.2.3.2. Stress from Thermal Expansion 
 
Stress from thermal expansion can occur because of the fluid temperature 
flowing therein pipe and also can occur because of the radiation heat from the 
piping system environment. This kind of stress could expand the length of pipe. 
a) Restrained pipe, can be calculated as following formula. 
 
SE = 𝐸𝛼(𝑇1 − 𝑇2)  
(2.2) 
Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 13 
 
Where:   E = Modulus of elasticity 
   SE = Thermal expansion stress, psi (MPa) 






   T2 = Operating temperature, 
oF (oC) 
   α = Coefficient of thermal expansion, in./in./oF (mm/mm/oC) 
 






Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 17 
 
Where:   Sb  = Resultant bending stress, psi (MPa), with formula. 
 
Sb = √(𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑖)2 +  (𝑖𝑜𝑀𝑜)2/𝑍 
(2.4) 
Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 17 
 
  ii = In-plane stress intensification factor from Table 402.1-1. 
  io = Out-plane stress intensification factor from Table 402.1-1. 
  Mi = In-plane bending moment, in.-lb (Nm) 
  Mo = Out-plane bending moment, in.-lb (Nm) 
  Z = Section modulus of the pipe as applicable, in.3 (cm3) 







Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 17 
 
  Mt = Torsional moment, in.-lb (Nm) 
 
2.2.3.3. Longitudinal Stress 
 
Longitudinal stress is the stress in a pipe wall, acting along the longitudinal axis 
of the pipe and produced by the pressure of the fluid in the pipe. The following 







Figure 2.4. Longitudinal Stress in Pipe 
Reference: http://www.piping-engineering.com/induced-stresses-in-pipe.html 
 
There are two kind formulas to calculate the value of longitudinal stress as 
following. 
a) Restrained pipe, longitudinal stress in a restrained pipe can be calculated 
as following formula. 
 
SL = 𝑆𝐸 +  𝜗𝑆𝐻 +  
𝑀
𝑍
+ 𝐹𝑎 𝐴⁄  
(2.6) 
Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 17 
 
Where:   A = Metal area of nominal pipe cross section, in.2 (cm2) 
   Fa = Axial force, such as weight on a riser, lb (N) 
   M = Bending moment, in.-lb (Nm) 
   SE = Thermal expansion stress, psi (MPa) 
  SH = Circumferential stress due to internal pressure, psi (MPa) 
   Z = Section modulus of the pipe, in.3 (cm3) 
   𝜗 = Poisson’s ratio 
 
b) Unrestrained pipe, longitudinal stress in a unrestrained pipe can be 













Reference: ASME B31.4. 2016, Page 17 
 
Where:   A = Metal area of nominal pipe cross section, in.2 (cm2) 
   D = Outside diameter of pipe, in. (mm) 
   Fa = Axial force, such as weight on a riser, lb (N) 
   i = Component stress intensification in plane of loading 
  = For straight pipe, i = 1.0 





   Pi = Internal design gage pressure, psi (bar) 
   t = Wall thickness of pipe, in. (mm) 
   Z = Section modulus of the pipe, in.3 (cm3) 
 
2.2.4. Strength of Materials 
 
The pipe will fail when the total stress that happened in its system bigger than its 
strength, it means that the maximum allowable stress value of pipe must be 
bigger than the total stress in its system. That is the definition of strength of the 
material. The figure 2.5. below will show the characteristic of materials. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Material Characteristics 
Reference: Chuan & Loong (2009), Pipe Stress Engineering, Chapter I, Page 9 
 
In general, rupture of material can be classified into two categories, named 
ductile rupture and brittle rupture. 
a) Ductile Rupture 
In ductile rupture, as the load (applied force, F) increases, the material will be 
experienced yields first producing a considerable plastic deformation and 
will fail after going through an approximately large amount of elongation or 
contraction. A ductile piping material elongates about 25% (one-fourth of 
the original length) before the failure (Liang-Chuan , Tsen-Loong, 2009). The 
ductile piping material also has a very large energy absorbing capacity. The 







Figure 2.6. Ductile Rupture 
Reference: Callister & Rethwisch, Material Science & Engineering, 8th Edition, 
Chapter 8, Page 238 
 
b) Brittle Rupture 
In brittle rupture, the pipe does not experience yield or does not produce 
plastic deformation, which is has a very small capacity in absorbing energy. 
This kind of rupture often occurs unexpectedly and suddenly. Materials 
which have characteristic like this can not be used in the environment with 
either thermal or mechanical shock loading. The figure below will show a 
kind of example of brittle rupture. 
 
 
Figure 2.7. Brittle Rupture 
Reference: Callister & Rethwisch, Material Science & Engineering, 8th Edition, 
Chapter 8, Page 238 
 
Some materials can become brittle because of temperature change. Most piping 
materials lose their ductility as the temperature drops below a certain limit, for 
example, most carbon steels are susceptible to brittle failure at temperatures 
lower than -20°F (-29°C), whereas other materials (e.g., austenitic stainless steel, 
aluminum, copper, and brass) do not become brittle at temperatures as low as -
425°F or -254°C (Liang-Chuan , Tsen-Loong, 2009). Some materials can also 





carbon steel may lose its ductility at temperatures above 800°F (427°C) due to its 
susceptibility to graphite formation (Chuan & Loong, 2009). 
 
At high-temperature environment, the pipe will continue to deform under 
sustained stress. The pipe may fail after a certain period even if the stress which 
occurred on the pipe is much lower than the ultimate strength material of the 
pipe, which is called as creep rupture phenomenon. The figure 2.8. below will 




Figure 2.8. Allowable Stress at High Temperature 
Reference: Chuan & Loong (2009), Pipe Stress Engineering, Chapter I, Page 16 
 
From the figure 2.8. above, it can be concluded that the allowable stress of some 
materials are dropped sharply after the temperature reaches a certain point. This 
is mainly due to transition from the static failure to creep failure at high 
temperature. Therefore, the environment temperature becomes one important 
thing that must be considered by piping engineer in designing the piping system. 
 
2.2.5. Heat Transfer 
 
In transferring heat, there are three modes of heat transfer, they are conduction, 








Conduction is the heat transfer process that will occur across the medium. 
It means that the process of transfer energy is coming from more 
energetic particles of a substance to the adjacent less energetic ones as a 
result of interactions between particles. The rate of heat conduction 
depends on geometry, thickness, material, and temperature difference. 
 
 
Figure 2.9. Heat Conduction Process 
Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Heat Transfer Modes, Page 8 
 
To quantify the conduction heat transfer processes can be done by using 
the formula of  Fourier’s Law (1822), as follows. 
 





Reference: Lienhard IV & V (2010), A Heat Transfer Textbook, 4th Edition, 
Chapter 1, Page 10 
 
Where:  q = Heat flux, W/m2 
  K = Thermal conductivity, W/m.K 
  dT/dx = Temperature gradient, K/m 
 
b) Convection 
Convection is the mode of energy transfer between a solid surface and 
the adjacent liquid or gas that is in motion, and it involves the combined 







Figure 2.10. Heat Convection Process 
Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Heat Transfer Modes, Page 14 
 
There are two kinds of convection heat process, they are natural or free 
convection and forced convection. Natural or free convection means that 
the fluid motion which is caused by the buoyancy forces that are induced 
by density differences due to the variation of temperature in the fluid. 
Meanwhile forced convection means that the fluid is forced to flow over 
the surface by external equipment, such as a fan. 
 
In calculating the rate of convection heat transfer, it uses Newton’s Law, 
which states that the rate of convection heat transfer is proportional to 
the temperature difference. The following is the formula that used in 
calculating the rate of convection heat transfer. 
 
q = ℎ (𝑇𝑠 −  𝑇∞) 
(2.9) 
Reference: Lienhard IV & V (2010), A Heat Transfer Textbook, 4th Edition, 
Chapter 1, Page 19 
 
Where:  q = Heat flux, W/m2 
  h = Convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K 
 
Table 2.2. Typical Values of Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Heat Transfer Modes, Page 17 
Type of Convection h (W/m2.oC) 
Free convection of gases 2-25 
Free convection of liquids 10-1000 
Forced convection of gases 25-250 
Forced convection of liquids 50-20000 





  Ts = Surface Temperature, K 
  T∞ = Fluid Temperature, K 
 
c) Radiation 
The radiation heat transfer process is transported by the electromagnetic 
waves (or photons) as a result of the changes in the electronic 
configurations of the atoms or molecules. The net rate of radiation heat 
transfer can be calculated by using following formula. 
 




Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Heat Transfer Modes, Page 22 
 
Where:  qrad = Heat flux, W/m
2 
  𝜀 = Emmisivity, 0 ≤ 𝜀 ≤ 1, W/m2.K 
  𝜎 = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5,67 x 10-8 W/m2.K4 
Ts = Surface temperature, K 
  T∞ = Fluid temperature, K 
 
The total rate of heat transfer by simultaneously convection process can be 
calculated as following formula. 
 
q = qconv + qrad 
= h (Ts − T∞) +  εσ(Ts
4 −  Tsur
4 ) 
(2.11) 
Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Heat Transfer Modes, Page 24 
 
The heat transfer modes also can analyze by using the equation of heat flow 
which is analogous to the relation of electric current flow which will show in the 







Figure 2.11. Analogy Relation of Electric Current Flow with Heat Flow 
Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Conduction Heat Transfer, Page 13 
 
So, in calculating the heat transfer modes (conduction, convection, and radiation) 








Source: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Conduction Heat Transfer, Page 16 
 
Where:  Q = Heat capacity, W 
  T∞1 = Fluid temperature in Area 1, K 
  T∞2 = Fluid temperature in Area 2, K 
  Rtotal = Total resistance, K/W 
 
The following figure is an example in calculating total resistance of thermal 







Figure 2.12. Thermal Resistance Network 
Source: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Conduction Heat Transfer, Page 15 
 
From the figure 2.12. above, the total resistance formula can be arranged as 
following formula.  
 












Reference: Fitri, Sutopo P. (2014), Conduction Heat Transfer, Page 16 
 
In calculating heat transfer, there is also a formula named Heat Balance Formula. 
It is intended to compare the heat received and expended in various thermal 
processes. 
 
    Qin = Qout 




Where:  Q = Heat capacity, kW 
  m. = Mass flow rate, kg/s 
∆T = Temperature difference, K (
oC) 
  Cp = Specific heat, kJ/kgoC 





















260 1,34 260 6,727 1,006 0,0231 
280 1,245 280,2 6,802 1,006 0,0247 
300 1,161 300,3 6,871 1,007 0,0263 
350 0,995 350,7 7,026 1,009 0,0301 
400 0,871 401,2 7,161 1,014 0,0336 
450 0,774 452,1 7,282 1,021 0,0371 
500 0,696 503,4 7,389 1,030 0,0404 
600 0,58 607,5 7,579 1,051 0,0466 
800 0,435 822,5 7,888 1,099 0,0577 
1000 0,348 1046,8 8,138 1,141 0,0681 
1200 0,290 1278 8,349 1,175 0,0783 
1400 0,249 1515 8,531 1,207 0,0927 
 
2.2.6. Exhaust Gas Flow Rate 
 
In this bachelor thesis will use maker’s formula in order to calculate the flow rate 
of exhaust gas of diesel engine on MT. Parigi. The formula is as follow. 
 
MExh = ML1 x 
PM
PL1
 x {1 +
∆mM%
100
}  x {1 +
∆Mamb%
100
}  x {1 +
∆ms%
100





Reference: B&W, MAN. (2010), MAN B&W S35MC7-TII Project Guide Camshaft 
Controlled Two Stroke Engines, Section 6.04, Page 8 
 
Where:  MExh = Exhaust gas amount to be found, kg/h 
  ML1
. = Exhaust gas amount at nominal, kg/h 
PM = Power at SMCR point, kW 
PL1 = Power at desired value, kW 
∆mM% = Specific gas amount at nominal MCR, % 
 = Can be found by using following formula. 
 
∆mM% = (14 x ln (PM/PL1)) – (24 x ln (nM/nL1)) 
(2.16) 
Reference: B&W, MAN. (2010), MAN B&W S35MC7-TII Project Guide Camshaft 
Controlled Two Stroke Engines, Section 6.04, Page 9 
 
  ∆Mamb% = Change in exhaust gas amount, % 







∆Mamb% =−0,41 x (Tair − 25) + (ρbar − 1000)  + 0,19 x (TCW − 25) − 0,011 x (∆pM − 300) 
(2.17) 
Reference: B&W, MAN. (2010), MAN B&W S35MC7-TII Project Guide Camshaft 
Controlled Two Stroke Engines, Section 6.04, Page 10 
 
Ps% = Continuous service rating of engine, kW 
 = Can be found by using following formula. 
 
Ps%  = (Ps/PM) x 100% 
(2.18) 
Reference: B&W, MAN. (2010), MAN B&W S35MC7-TII Project Guide Camshaft 
Controlled Two Stroke Engines, Section 6.04, Page 10 
 
∆Ms% = Specific gas amount at MCR point, % 
   = Can be defined by using following formula. 
 
∆ms% = 37 x (
PS
PM
⁄ )3 − 87 x (
PS
PM
⁄ )2 + 31 x (
PS
PM
⁄ ) + 19 
(2.19) 
Reference: B&W, MAN. (2010), MAN B&W S35MC7-TII Project Guide Camshaft 
Controlled Two Stroke Engines, Section 6.04, Page 10 
 
2.3. Data Collection of Bachelor Thesis 
 
2.3.1. Shop Trial Record of Main Engine 
 
MT. Parigi uses diesel engine as its main propulsion. The type of the main engine 
is STX 6S35MC7 with turbocharger type is TCR22-21075. The following table will 
show the result of shop trial record of the main engine. 
 
Table 2.4. Shop Trial Record of Diesel Engine on MT. Parigi 





















110 178,6 4884 185,52 907,6 455 265 
100 173 4440 186,39 827,6 420 240 
85 163,9 3774 184,86 800 380 225 
75 157,2 3330 185,68 618,3 365 225 
50 137,3 2220 195,77 434,6 385 240 







2.3.2. Technical Data of Economizer 
 
Economizer on MT. Parigi will be used to heat the thermal oil fluid. It is used when 
the ship sails at high sea (minimum 85% MCR). The following table will show the 
technical data of economizer. 
 
Table 2.5. Technical Data of Economizer 
Reference: Hitam, Anggrek, Technical Data of Thermal Oil Heater 
Technical Data of Economizer 
Type Aalborg EXV632 46 48.3 900DD  
Quantity 23,7 m3/h 
Inlet Temperature 140oC 
Outlet Tempearature 180oC 
Flow Resistance 17,5 m.l.c 
Diameter Without Insulation 1664 mm 
Weight (Empty) 6200 kg 
Liquid Contents 1190 Litres 
 
2.3.3. Thermal Oil Fluid Specification 
 
From the shipyard, it is said that the thermal oil fluid which will be used in the 
plant is not specified yet. In the catalog of thermal oil heater from Alfa Laval, there 
is some kind of thermal oil fluid which is recommended by the manufacturer. One 
of them is Therminol 66 with the following specification. 
 
Table 2.6. Thermal Oil Fluid Specification 
Reference: Solutia, High Performance Highly Stable Heat Transfer Fluid 
Specification of Thermal Oi Fluid 
Type Therminol 66  
Composition Hydrogenated Terphenyl 
Kinematic Viscosity (40oC) 29,64 cSt 
Density (15oC) 1011 kg/m3 
Flash Point 170 oC 
Fire Point 216 oC 
Total Acidity <0,02 mgKOH/g 









The methodology is procedures or principles that arranged in a process diagram 
in solving some problems. In each step of the methodology, there must be an 
explanation about the step itself. Commonly, the methodology is presented by 
using a flowchart. So, the author will conduct the bachelor thesis in accordance 
with the methodology flowchart that has been made. 
 
3.2. Methodology Flow Chart 
 
The following methodology flowchart will show the process diagram in 








Figure 3.1. Methodology Flowchart of Bachelor Thesis 
 
3.3. Bachelor Thesis Methodology 
 
The methodology used in conducting the Bachelor thesis process will be 
explained as follows. 
 
3.3.1. Problem Identification 
 
The writing of this bachelor thesis is started by identifying the problems, it means 





question, “Why do the Problem Exist?”. The purpose of this activity is to simplify 
the problems which will be discussed in this bachelor thesis. 
 
3.3.2. Literature Study 
 
Literatures study means the sources that the author took from, or it is commonly 
said references. In compiling this bachelor thesis, the author needs some 
references or literature about the pipe stress analysis, piping codes, schematic 
diagram of the thermal oil system, specification of equipment that used in the 
thermal oil system, heat transfer data, and others. These literature are obtained 
from: 
 Textbook; 
 Equipment’s Project Guide; 
 Internet; 
 Senior’s Bachelor Thesis; 
 Classification Documents; 
 Piping Code Documents; 
 Software Used (Caesar II). 
 
3.3.3. Data Collection 
 
Data collection means that all data that needed in conducting the bachelor thesis. 
In this bachelor thesis, data needed are as follows. 
 Thermal Oil Pipeline Path & Keyplan; 
 Thermal Oil Pipe Specification; 
 Type and Properties of Thermal Oil; 
 Working Temperature & Pressure of Thermal Oil; 
 Heat Requirements Needed in Each Fuel Tank. 
 
3.3.4. Modeling System in Software 
 
Input data from the previous process will be used in modeling thermal oil piping 
system into the software. The software used are intended to make a calculation 
for the pipe stress analysis. Software that used in this bachelor thesis is Caesar II. 
In modeling the thermal oil piping system into the software, there must be a 
verification process to ensure that the input parameters are already appropriate 








3.3.5. Modeling Verification 
 
Modeling verification means that the piping input parameter in the software must 
be in accordance with the real condition of the pipe. If the input parameter is 
already appropriate for the real condition, the modeling pipe will be run and will 
be known later the result of the pipe stress including the stress analysis report. 
 
After verifying, software used will show a sketch that represents the real condition 




Analyses which are conducted in this bachelor thesis are as follow. 
 Heat transfer analysis, it means that the heat distribution in thermal oil 
system onboard will be analyzed. The output value from this step is known 
whether the heat which is distributed from thermal oil system (boiler and 
economizer) to the fuel oil tanks (storage tanks, settling tank, and service 
tanks) is already appropriate for the designed value or not. 
 Pipe stress analysis, it means to stress that happened at thermal oil pipes 
will be analyzed. Output value from this step is known whether the pipes 
used in thermal oil system can withstand the pressure and temperature 
of working fluid therein. In the other words, the maximum allowable stress 
value of pipes’ material must be higher than the total stress value that 
happened at the pipes. 
 Stress distribution, this step is intended to find out where the most critical 
stress location happened in thermal oil piping system onboard. Output 
values from this step are known the most critical stress location and 
actions to be done to overcome the critical stress in thermal oil piping 
system. 
 
3.3.7. Conclusion & Recommendation 
 
The expected conclusions from this bachelor thesis are thermal oil pipes that have 
been installed onboard able to withstand the pressure and temperature by 
thermal oil fluid therein and the system can distribute heat to the fuel oil tanks in 







4.1. Heat Transfer Analysis 
 
As you can observe, the technical data of exhaust gas of the main engine based 
on ISO condition (Table 2.1.) with shop trial record (Table 2.4.) is different. 
Moreover, the flow rate of exhaust gas in shop trial record is not measured so 
that it must be defined first. Then, will be determined whether the economizer is 
able to heat the thermal oil fluid or not, and will calculate the heat losses 
happened along the distribution line into the fuel oil tanks. 
 
4.1.1. Exhaust Gas Flow Rate 
 
The exhaust gas flow rate of diesel engine used on MT. Parigi based on shop trial 
record at 75%, 85%, and 100% MCR will be calculated by using formula 2.15. 
  
4.1.1.1. Exhaust Gas Amount at 75% MCR of Diesel Engine 
 
The value of exhaust gas amount at 75% MCR of diesel engine used on MT. Parigi 
can be calculated as follows. 
 
MExh = ML1 x 
PM
PL1
 x {1 +
∆mM%
100
}  x {1 +
∆Mamb%
100
}  x {1 +
∆ms%
100






. = 37200   kg/h 
PM = 3330   kW 
PL1 = 4440   kW 
∆mM% = By using formula 2.16., the value is 
= -1,729  % 
∆mamb% = By using formula 2.17., the value is 
= -3,249  % 
∆ms% = By using formula 2.19., the value is 
 = 8,922  % 
Ps% = By using formula 2.18., the value is 
 = 75   % 
 
With the known data above, the value of exhaust gas flow rate is as follows. 
 





Based on the calculation above, it is known that the exhaust gas amount of diesel 
engine at 75% MCR is 21670 kg/h. 
 
4.1.1.2. Exhaust Gas Amount at 85% MCR of Diesel Engine 
 
The value of exhaust gas amount at 85% MCR of diesel engine used on MT. Parigi 
can be calculated as follows. 
 
MExh = ML1 x 
PM
PL1
 x {1 +
∆mM%
100
}  x {1 +
∆Mamb%
100
}  x {1 +
∆ms%
100






. = 37200   kg/h 
PM = 3774   kW 
PL1 = 4440   kW 
∆mM% = By using formula 2.16., the value is 
= -0,978  % 
∆mamb% = By using formula 2.17., the value is 
= -4,069  % 
∆ms% = By using formula 2.19., the value is 
 = 5,215   % 
Ps% = By using formula 2.18., the value is 
 = 85   % 
 
With the known data above, the value of exhaust gas flow rate is as follows. 
 
MExh 75%MCR = 26862  kg/h 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that the exhaust gas amount of diesel 
engine at 85% MCR is 26862 kg/h. 
 
4.1.1.3. Exhaust Gas Amount at 100% MCR of Diesel Engine 
 
The value of exhaust gas amount at 100% MCR of diesel engine used on MT. 
Parigi can be calculated as follows. 
 
MExh = ML1 x 
PM
PL1
 x {1 +
∆mM%
100
}  x {1 +
∆Mamb%
100
}  x {1 +
∆ms%
100






. = 37200   kg/h 
PM = 4440   kW 





∆mM% = By using formula 2.16., the value is 
= 0   % 
∆mamb% = By using formula 2.17., the value is 
= -3,789  % 
∆ms% = By using formula 2.19., the value is 
 = 0   % 
Ps% = By using formula 2.18., the value is 
 = 100   % 
 
With the known data above, the value of exhaust gas flow rate is as follows. 
 
MExh 100%MCR = 35757  kg/h 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that the exhaust gas amount of diesel 
engine at 100% MCR is 35757 kg/h. 
 
4.1.1.4. Summary of Exhaust Gas Amount 
 
The following table will show the summary of exhaust gas amount in certain load 
condition based on the calculation above. 
 



















100 173 4440 420 240 35757 
85 163,9 3774 380 225 26862 
75 157,2 3330 365 225 21670 
 
4.1.2. Economizer Analysis 
 
Economizer analysis is because there are differences data between maker’s 












Table 4.2. Exhaust Gas Parameter Comparison between Maker’s and Shop Test Data 







Exh. Gas Temp. 
Before Heater 
(oC) 






Exh. Gas Temp. 
Before Heater 
(oC) 
100 37200 265 209 35757 240 
85 33300 249 197 26862 225 
75 30400 245 - 21670 225 
 
Therefore will be analyzed the exhaust gas outlet temperature from the 
economizer at 75%, 85%, and 100% MCR. 
 
4.1.2.1. Analysis at 75% MCR 
 
Analysis at 75% MCR will be performed by using heat balance formula. The 




Figure 4..1. Heat Diagram to Find Out the Output Temperature of Exhaust Gas at 75% MCR 
 
To define the outlet temperature of exhaust gas from economizer, the Heat of 
Thermal Oil (QTO) will be kept constant. The value of Thermal Oil Heat (QTO) is as 
follows. 
 
QTO = m∙TO x CpTO x ∆TTO 
    = 6,1067 
kg
s⁄  x 1,978
kJ
kgK⁄  x (180 − 140)K 
    = 483,16  kW 
 
After getting the value of Thermal Oil Heat (QTO), find the outlet temperature of 







QTO  = QEG 
QTO  = m∙EG x CpEG x ∆TEG 












T2(EG) = 420,2   K 
= 147,05  oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it can be concluded that at 75% MCR of the diesel 
engine, the outlet temperature of exhaust gas after flow through the economizer 
is 147,05 oC. 
 
4.1.2.2. Analysis at 85% MCR 
 
Analysis at 85% MCR will be performed by using the same way with 75% MCR. 
The following figure will illustrate the diagram between the exhaust gas and the 
thermal oil fluid.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Heat Diagram to Find Out the Output Temperature of Exhaust Gas at 85% MCR 
 
The value of Thermal Oil Heat (QTO) is as follows. 
 
QTO = m∙TO x CpTO x ∆TTO 
    = 6,1067 
kg
s⁄  x 1,978
kJ
kgK⁄  x (180 − 140)K 
    = 483,16  kW 
 
After getting the value of Thermal Oil Heat (QTO), find the outlet temperature of 
exhaust gas by using Heat Balance Formula (QTO=QEG) as following. 
 
QTO  = QEG 
QTO  = m∙EG x CpEG x ∆TEG 
















T2(EG) = 435,26  K 
= 162,11  oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that at 85% MCR, the outlet 
temperature of exhaust gas after flow through the economizer is 162,11 oC. 
 
4.1.2.2. Analysis at 100% MCR 
 
Analysis at 100% MCR will be performed by using the same way with 85% MCR. 
The following figure will illustrate the diagram between the exhaust gas and the 
thermal oil fluid.  
 
 
Figure 4.3. Heat Diagram to Find Out the Output Temperature of Exhaust Gas at 100% MCR 
 
The value of Thermal Oil Heat (QTO) is as follows. 
 
QTO = m∙TO x CpTO x ∆TTO 
    = 6,1067 
kg
s⁄  x 1,978
kJ
kgK⁄  x (180 − 140)K 
    = 483,16  kW 
 
After getting the value of Thermal Oil Heat (QTO), find the outlet temperature of 
exhaust gas by using Heat Balance Formula (QTO=QEG) as following. 
 
QTO  = QEG 
QTO  = m∙EG x CpEG x ∆TEG 












T2(EG) = 466,05  K 






Based on the calculation above, it can be concluded that at 100% MCR, the outlet 
temperature of exhaust gas after flow through the economizer is 192,9 oC. 
 
4.1.2.4. Summary of Economizer Analysis 
 
Based on the economizer analyses that have been done above, it can be 
concluded that the heat of exhaust gas can heat up thermal oil fluid in desired 
value, but with different of exhaust gas outlet temperature in each condition. The 




Figure 4.4. Graphic of Exhaust Gas Out Temperature from Economizer in some Load Conditions 
 
From the graphic above, it can be concluded that the outlet temperature of 
exhaust gas is directly proportional to the engine load. So, when the engine load 
decreases, the outlet temperature of exhaust gas from economizer will decrease 
too. It can happen because the exhaust gas temperature of the engine decreases 
in accordance with the engine load. 
 
4.1.3. Heat Losses Analysis 
 
Heat losses analysis is conducted to define how much heat losses happened 
along the distribution path of thermal oil, namely from boiler or economizer to 


























All types of pipes used along distribution path are JIS G3454 STPG 370S with 
Schedule of 80, insulated by Glasswool. 
 
4.1.3.1. Thermal Oil Fluid Heat Loss in Boiler Scenario 
 
Boiler scenario is equipped with two pumps with the same capacity of 163,5 m3/h. 
The heat losses that happened throughout distribution line is defined in each 
section of the pipe. The initial scenario of the distribution path for all tanks are 
the same, that is, starting from distribution line to consumer line. Right after that, 
the pipe will be branched according to the position of each tank. Return path 
scenario of thermal oil after pass the fuel tank is the same with the path of thermal 
oil distribution. 
 
4.1.3.1.1. Storage Tank Portside 
 
The process of thermal oil flow into the fuel oil tank is divided into several 
pathways, namely distribution line, consumer line, the main line of the fuel tank, 
and the last is branch line pipe into the fuel tank. After that, the thermal oil will 
return to the heating equipment. Each of the pathways has different nominal 
diameter and insulation parameter, so the heat loss calculation shall be carried 
out in accordance with the path. 
 
a) Distribution Line 
 
After thermal oil was heated up in the boiler to 180oC, the thermal oil will flow 
along the distribution line pipe with the following parameters. 
 
Table 4.3. Distribution Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 150A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 165,2 mm 
Ins. Diameter 154,2 mm 
Thickness 11 mm 
Length 9,764 m 
Thermal Conductivity 33,33 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 30 mm 







By using parameters above, it can be defined the value of heat loss happened 
along that line by using equation 2.12., with the mode of heat resistances are oil 
convection – oil conduction – insulation conduction – air convection. So, the total 
resistance along this line is calculated by using equation 2.13., as follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,5655  Km/W 
 
After getting the value of total resistance, then calculate the value of heat loss 
happened along the line as follows. 
 
QLoss = 2,33  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 179,97 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the distribution line 
thermal oil fluid experience temperature drops from 180oC to 179,97oC. 
 
b) Consumer Line 
 
After passing the distribution line, thermal oil fluid will flow to the consumer line 
with the following parameters. 
 
Table 4.4. Consumer Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 65A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 76,3 mm 
Ins. Diameter 69,3 mm 
Thickness 7 mm 
Length 12,389 m 
Thermal Conductivity 33,33 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 25 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 





    = 0,995  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 1,679  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 179,95 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the consumer line, thermal 
oil fluid experience temperature drops from 179,97oC to 179,95oC.  
 
c) Main Line of Storage Tank Portside 
 
From consumer line, thermal oil fluid will flow through the main line with the 
following parameters. 
 
Table 4.5. Main Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 65A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 76,3 mm 
Ins. Diameter 69,3 mm 
Thickness 7 mm 
Length 18,43 m 
Thermal Conductivity 33,33 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 25 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, total resistance is calculated as follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,995  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 2,497  kW 
 






TDrop = 179,92 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the main line, thermal oil 
fluid experience temperature drops from 179,95oC to 179,92oC. 
 
d) Branch Line of Storage Tank Portside 
 
Right after the main line, thermal oil fluid will flow through the branch line into 
the entrance of storage tank portside with the following parameters. 
 
Table 4.6. Branch Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 40A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 48,6 mm 
Ins. Diameter 43,5 mm 
Thickness 5,1 mm 
Length 3,901 m 
Thermal Conductivity 33,33 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 25 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 1,468  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 0,358  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 179,92 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the branch line, thermal 
oil fluid does not experience temperature drop. Therefore, the temperature of 







e) Heat Exchange Inside Storage Tank Portside 
 
Inside the storage tank portside, there is an exchange heat process between fuel 
oil with thermal oil. This calculation is conducted to find out the outlet 
temperature of thermal oil fluid from the storage tank portside. Heat balance 
formula will be used to solve this calculation as follow. 
 
QTO  = QFO 
QTO  = m∙FO x CpFO x ∆TFO 












T2(TO) = 413,21  K 
= 140,06  oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that the outlet temperature of thermal 
oil from storage tank portside is 140,06oC. 
 
f) Return Branch Line 
 
From heating coil inside the tank, thermal oil will flow back through the branch 
line going to the main line with the following parameters. 
 
Table 4.7. Return Branch Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 40A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 48,6 mm 
Ins. Diameter 43,5 mm 
Thickness 5,1 mm 
Length 4,089 m 
Thermal Conductivity 34 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 20 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 






Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 0,2755 kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 140,06 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the return branch line, 
thermal oil fluid does not experience temperature drops, namely 140,06oC. 
 
g) Return Main Line 
 
From branch line, thermal oil fluid will flow through the main line of storage tank 
portside with the following parameters. 
 
Table 4.8. Return Main Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 65A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 76,3 mm 
Ins. Diameter 69,3 mm 
Thickness 7 mm 
Length 19,699 m 
Thermal Conductivity 34 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 20 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,947  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 1,977  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 





Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the return main line, 
thermal oil fluid experience temperature drops from 140,06oC to 140,03oC. 
 
h) Return Consumer Line 
 
After passing the return main line, thermal oil fluid will flow to the return 
consumer line with the following parameters. 
 
Table 4.9. Return Consumer Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 65A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 76,3 mm 
Ins. Diameter 69,3 mm 
Thickness 7 mm 
Length 14,359 m 
Thermal Conductivity 34 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 20 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,947  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 1,44  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 140,02 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the consumer line, thermal 
oil fluid experience temperature drops from 140,03oC to 140,02oC.  
 
i) Deaerated Line 
 
From the return consumer line, thermal oil will flow along the deaerated line pipe 





Table 4.10. Deaerated Line Pipe Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 150A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 165,2 mm 
Ins. Diameter 154,2 mm 
Thickness 11 mm 
Length 8,031 m 
Thermal Conductivity 34 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 20 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,462  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 1,651  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 140,00 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the deaerated line, thermal 
oil fluid experience temperature drops from 140,02oC to 140,00oC. 
 
j) Pump Line 
 
From the deaerated line, thermal oil will flow along the pump line pipe with the 
following parameters. 
 
Table 4.11. Pump Line Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 200A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 216,3 mm 
Ins. Diameter 203,6 mm 
Thickness 12,7 mm 





Thermal Conductivity 34 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 25 mm 
Thermal Conductivity 0,0554 W/mK 
 
With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,425  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 3,342  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 139,96 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the pump line, thermal oil 
fluid experience temperature drops from 140,00oC to 139,96oC. 
 
k) Boiler Line 
 
From the pump line, thermal oil will flow along the boiler line with the following 
parameters. 
 
Table 4.12. Boiler Line Parameters 
Pipe Parameters 
Nominal Size 150A 
Schedule 80 
Out. Diameter 165,2 mm 
Ins. Diameter 154,2 mm 
Thickness 11 mm 
Length 23,581 m 
Thermal Conductivity 34 W/mK 
Insulation Parameters 
Thickness 20 mm 







With the same mode of heat resistances, the total resistance can be calculated as 
follows. 
 
RTot = ROil Conv. + ROil Cond. + RIns.Cond. + RAir Conv. 
    = 0,462  Km/W 
 
Heat loss value happened along the line is as follows. 
 
QLoss = 4,845  kW 
 
Then, define the value of temperature drop as follows. 
 
TDrop = 139,90 oC 
 
Based on the calculation above, it is known that along the boiler line, thermal oil 
fluid experience temperature drop from 139,96oC to 139,90oC. 
 
4.1.3.1.2. Storage Tank Starboard 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil storage tank starboard is the 
same with the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this 
document. The following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal 
oil distribution for storage tank starboard. 
 
Table 4.13. Heat Losses Summary on Storage Tank Starboard in Boiler Scenario 








Distribution Line 0,5655 2,33 180 179,97 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,679 179,97 179,95 
Main Line 0,995 3,101 179,95 179,92 
Branch Line 1,467 0,229 179,92 179,92 
Heating Coil - - 179,92 140,06 
Return Branch Line 1,41 0,18 140,06 140,06 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,631 140,06 140,03 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,44 140,03 140,02 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,651 140,02 140 
Pump Line 0,425 3,342 140 139,96 
Boiler Line 0,462 4,845 139,96 139,90 
 
As you can see, the result of heat losses calculation for storage tank starboard is 





entrance valve of the tank is 179,92oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to 
the boiler is 139,90oC. 
 
4.1.3.1.3. Settling Tank 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil settling tank is the same with 
the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this document. The 
following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal oil distribution 
for settling tank. 
 
Table 4.14. Heat Losses Summary on Settling Tank in Boiler Scenario 








Distribution Line 0,5655 2,33 180 179,97 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,679 179,97 179,95 
Main Line 0,995 1,642 179,95 179,93 
Branch Line 2,071 0,74 179,93 179,93 
Heating Coil - - 179,93 140,06 
Return Branch Line 2,292 0,491 140,06 140,05 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,040 140,05 140,03 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,44 140,03 140,02 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,651 140,02 140 
Pump Line 0,425 3,342 140 139,96 
Boiler Line 0,462 4,845 139,96 139,90 
 
As you can see, the result of heat losses calculation for settling tank is about the 
same as storage tank portside, namely thermal oil temperature in entrance valve 
of the tank is 179,93oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the boiler is 
139,90oC. 
 
4.1.3.1.4. Service Tank Portside 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil service tank portside is the same 
with the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this document. 
The following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal oil 
distribution for service tank portside. 
 
Table 4.15. Heat Losses Summary on Service Tank Portside in Boiler Scenario 








Distribution Line 0,5655 2,33 180 179,97 





Main Line 0,995 1,683 179,95 179,93 
Branch Line 2,071 0,796 179,93 179,93 
Heating Coil - - 179,93 140,06 
Return Branch Line 2,292 0,535 140,06 140,05 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,073 140,05 140,03 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,44 140,03 140,02 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,651 140,02 140 
Pump Line 0,425 3,342 140 139,96 
Boiler Line 0,462 4,845 139,96 139,90 
 
Result of heat losses calculation for service tank portside is about the same as 
storage tank portside, namely thermal oil temperature in entrance valve of the 
tank is 179,93oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the boiler is 139,90oC. 
 
4.1.3.1.5. Service Tank Starboard 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil service tank starboard is the 
same with the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this 
document. The following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal 
oil distribution for service tank starboard 
 
Table 4.16. Heat Losses Summary on Service Tank Starboard in Boiler Scenario 








Distribution Line 0,5655 2,33 180 179,97 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,679 179,97 179,95 
Main Line 0,995 2,676 179,95 179,92 
Branch Line 2,071 0,732 179,92 179,91 
Heating Coil - - 179,91 140,06 
Return Branch Line 2,292 0,433 140,06 140,05 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,091 140,05 140,03 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,44 140,03 140,02 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,651 140,02 140 
Pump Line 0,425 3,342 140 139,96 
Boiler Line 0,462 4,845 139,96 139,90 
 
The result of heat losses calculation for service tank starboard is about the same 
as storage tank portside, namely thermal oil temperature in entrance valve of the 








4.1.3.2. Thermal Oil Fluid Heat Loss in Economizer Scenario 
 
Economizer scenario is equipped with two pumps with the same capacity of 23,7 
m3/h. The heat losses that happened along distribution line is defined in each 
section of the pipe as the same with the boiler scenario. 
 
4.1.3.2.1. Storage Tank Portside 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil storage tank portside in 
economizer scenario is the same with the storage tank portside in boiler scenario. 
The full calculations are attached in this document. The following is the summary 
of heat losses in each section of thermal oil distribution for storage tank portside. 
 
Table 4.17. Summary of Heat Losses for Storage Tank Portside in Economizer Scenario 








Distribution Line (65A) 0,995 1,979 180 179,84 
Distribution Line (125A) 0,659 0,066 179,84 179,84 
Distribution Line (150A) 0,565 1,144 179,84 179,75 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,676 179,75 179,61 
Main Line 0,995 2,491 179,61 179,41 
Branch Line 1,467 0,357 179,41 179,39 
Heating Coil - - 179,39 140,71 
Return Branch Line 1,41 0,277 140,71 140,69 
Return Main Line 0,947 1,989 140,69 140,52 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,448 140,52 140,40 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,658 140,40 140,27 
Pump Line 0,822 2,308 140,27 140,07 
Economizer Line 0,947 1,398 140,07 139,96 
 
From the table above, it can be known that thermal oil temperature in entrance 
valve of the tank is 179,39oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the 
economizer is 139,96oC. 
 
4.1.3.2.2. Storage Tank Starboard 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil storage tank starboard is the 
same with the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this 
document. The following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal 






Table 4.18. Summary of Heat Losses for Storage Tank Starboard in Economizer Scenario 








Distribution Line (65A) 0,995 1,979 180 179,84 
Distribution Line (125A) 0,659 0,066 179,84 179,84 
Distribution Line (150A) 0,565 1,144 179,84 179,75 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,676 179,75 179,61 
Main Line 0,995 3,093 179,61 179,37 
Branch Line 1,467 0,229 179,37 179,35 
Heating Coil - - 179,35 140,74 
Return Branch Line 1,41 0,181 140,74 140,72 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,645 140,72 140,51 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,448 140,51 140,40 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,658 140,40 140,27 
Pump Line 0,822 2,308 140,27 140,07 
Economizer Line 0,947 1,398 140,07 139,96 
 
From the table above, it can be known that thermal oil temperature in entrance 
valve of the tank is 179,35oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the 
economizer is 139,96oC. 
 
4.1.3.2.3. Settling Tank 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil settling tank is the same with 
the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this document. The 
following is the summary of heat losses in each section. 
 
Table 4.19. Summary of Heat Losses for Settling Tank in Economizer Scenario 








Distribution Line (65A) 0,995 1,979 180 179,84 
Distribution Line (125A) 0,659 0,066 179,84 179,84 
Distribution Line (150A) 0,565 1,144 179,84 179,75 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,676 179,75 179,61 
Main Line 0,995 1,638 179,61 179,48 
Branch Line 2,071 0,737 179,48 179,42 
Heating Coil - - 179,42 140,68 
Return Branch Line 2,292 0,494 140,68 140,64 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,052 140,64 140,47 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,448 140,47 140,40 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,658 140,40 140,27 
Pump Line 0,822 2,308 140,27 140,07 






From the table above, it can be known that thermal oil temperature in entrance 
valve of the tank is 179,42oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the 
economizer is 139,96oC. 
 
4.1.3.2.4. Service Tank Portside 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil service tank portside is the same 
with the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this document. 
The following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal oil 
distribution for service tank portside. 
 
Table 4.20. Summary of Heat Losses for Service Tank Portside in Economizer Scenario 








Distribution Line (65A) 0,995 1,979 180 179,84 
Distribution Line (125A) 0,659 0,066 179,84 179,84 
Distribution Line (150A) 0,565 1,144 179,84 179,75 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,676 179,75 179,61 
Main Line 0,995 1,679 179,61 179,48 
Branch Line 2,071 0,793 179,48 179,42 
Heating Coil - - 179,42 140,68 
Return Branch Line 2,292 0,539 140,68 140,64 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,086 140,64 140,46 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,448 140,46 140,40 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,658 140,40 140,27 
Pump Line 0,822 2,308 140,27 140,07 
Economizer Line 0,947 1,398 140,07 139,96 
 
From the table above, it can be known that thermal oil temperature in entrance 
valve of the tank is 179,42oC and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the 
economizer is 139,96oC. 
 
4.1.3.2.5. Service Tank Starboard 
 
The process of heat losses calculation for fuel oil service tank starboard is the 
same with the storage tank portside. The full calculations are attached in this 
document. The following is the summary of heat losses in each section of thermal 








Table 4.21. Summary of Heat Losses for Service Tank Starboard in Economizer Scenario 








Distribution Line (65A) 0,995 1,979 180 179,84 
Distribution Line (125A) 0,659 0,066 179,84 179,84 
Distribution Line (150A) 0,565 1,144 179,84 179,75 
Consumer Line 0,995 1,676 179,75 179,61 
Main Line 0,995 2,669 179,61 179,40 
Branch Line 2,071 0,729 179,40 179,34 
Heating Coil - - 179,34 140,76 
Return Branch Line 2,292 0,436 140,76 140,72 
Return Main Line 0,947 2,105 140,72 140,55 
Return Consumer Line 0,947 1,448 140,55 140,40 
Deaerated Line 0,462 1,658 140,40 140,27 
Pump Line 0,822 2,308 140,27 140,07 
Economizer Line 0,947 1,398 140,07 139,96 
 
It is known that thermal oil temperature in entrance valve of the tank is 179,34oC 
and thermal oil temperature re-entered to the economizer is 139,96oC. 
 
4.1.4. Time Needed to Heat Fuel Oil 
 
It is intended to determine how long time needed to heat fuel in each fuel tanks 
by using boiler and economizer. 
 
4.1.4.1. Boiler Scenario 
 
In boiler scenario, the thermal oil fluid is distributed by using two pumps with the 
same capacity of 163,5 m3/h. It can be done by using the same formula as 
economizer analysis, namely heat balance equation. The full calculation is 
attached in this document, the following table will show the summary of time 
needed to heat fuel oil in each tank by using boiler pump. 
 
Table 4.22. Heating Duration Summary of Boiler Scenario 
Fuel Oil Tanks Time Needed to Heat Fuel Oil in Hours 
Storage Tank Portside 0,673 
Storage Tank Starboard 0,701 
Settling Tank 0,053 
Service Tank Portside 0,105 






From the table above, it is known that the longest and shortest time needed to 
heat fuel in boiler scenario is storage tank starboard and settling tank, namely 
0,701 and 0,053 hours respectively. 
 
4.1.4.2. Economizer Scenario 
 
In economizer scenario, the thermal oil fluid is distributed by using two pumps 
with the same capacity of 23,7 m3/h. It can be done by using the same formula 
as boiler scenario above. The full calculation is attached in this document. the 
following table will show the summary of time needed to heat fuel oil in each 
tank by using economizer pump. 
 
Table 4.23. Heating Duration Summary of Economizer Scenario 
Fuel Oil Tanks Time Needed to Heat Fuel Oil in Hours 
Storage Tank Portside 4,706 
Storage Tank Starboard 4,907 
Settling Tank 0,369 
Service Tank Portside 0,730 
Service Tank Starboard 0,732 
 
From the table above, it is known that the longest and shortest time needed to 
heat fuel in boiler scenario is storage tank starboard and settling tank, namely 
4,907 and 0,369 hours respectively. 
 
4.2. Pipe Stress Analysis 
 
In conducting pipe stress analysis, it must be known all equipment dimension. 
The dimension can be found in isometric drawing of the system or plant. This 
document will analyze the heating coil arrangement inside each fuel oil tanks and 
will be done by using simulation in a software, called Caesar II. All isometric 
drawing of heating coil pipe in each fuel tanks must be converted into this 
software. There are two kinds of load in this document, namely sustained and 
expansion load. 
 
4.2.1. Storage Tank Portside 
 
The fuel oil capacity of storage tank portside is 299,78 m3 with the 63,12-metre 
length of the heating coil. Heating coil pipe is using JIS G3459, the material of 
SUS 316 with Nominal Diameter of 50 and Schedule 40. The temperature of 





temperature inside the tank is 45oC. The following figure will show the result of 
pipe stress simulation in sustained load. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Storage Tank Portside for Sustained Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of sustained load simulation for 
heating coil inside storage tank portside is in blue color, which means that the 
value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result of 
simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this simulation 
based on ASME B31.3 is 135190,7 kPa. Maximum code stress in this simulation is 
12530,5 kPa, happened at Node 80. That means the maximum stress happened 
is 9,3% of allowable stress. 
 










From the figure above, it is known that the result of expansion load simulation 
for heating coil inside storage tank portside is in white metallic color, which 
means that the value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full 
result of simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this 
simulation based on ASME B31.3 is 329024,3 kPa. Maximum code stress in this 
simulation is 25628,9 kPa, happened at Node 79. That means the maximum stress 
happened is 7,8% of allowable stress. 
 
4.2.2. Storage Tank Starboard 
 
The fuel oil capacity of storage tank starboard is 312,26 m3 with 63,75 meters 
length of the heating coil. Heating coil pipe is using JIS G3459, the material of 
SUS 316 with Nominal Diameter of 50 and Schedule 40. The temperature of 
thermal oil fluid flowing therein the heating coil is 180oC and ambient 
temperature inside the tank is 45oC. The following figure will show the result of 
pipe stress simulation in sustained load. 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Storage Tank Starboard for Sustained Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of sustained load simulation for 
heating coil inside storage tank starboard is in blue color, which means that the 
value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result of 
simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this simulation 
based on ASME B31.3 is 135190,7 kPa. Maximum code stress in this simulation is 
14336 kPa, happened at Node 468. That means the maximum stress happened is 
10,6% of allowable stress. 
 







Figure 4.8. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Storage Tank Starboard for Expansion Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of expansion load simulation 
for heating coil inside storage tank starboard is in white metallic color, which 
means that the value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full 
result of simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this 
simulation based on ASME B31.3 is 335110,8 kPa. Maximum code stress in this 
simulation is 40062,9 kPa, happened at Node 460. That means the maximum 
stress happened is 12% of allowable stress. 
 
4.2.3. Settling Tank 
 
The fuel oil capacity of settling tank is 23,74 m3 with 31,11 meters length of the 
heating coil. Heating coil pipe is using JIS G3459, the material of SUS 316 with 
Nominal Diameter of 40 and Schedule 40. The temperature of thermal oil fluid 
flowing therein the heating coil is 180oC and ambient temperature inside the tank 










From the figure above, it is known that the result of sustained load simulation for 
heating coil inside settling tank is in blue color, which means that the value of 
sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result of simulation will 
be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this simulation based on ASME 
B31.3 is 135190,7 kPa. Maximum code stress in this simulation is 3953,1 kPa, 
happened at Node 92. That means the maximum stress happened is 2,9% of 
allowable stress. 
 




Figure 4.10. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Settling Tank for Expansion Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of expansion load simulation 
for heating coil inside settling tank is in white metallic color, which means that 
the value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result of 
simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this simulation 
based on ASME B31.3 is 338905,7 kPa. Maximum code stress in this simulation is 
20297,7 kPa, happened at Node 90. That means the maximum stress happened 
is 6% of allowable stress. 
 
4.2.4. Service Tank Portside 
 
The fuel oil capacity of service tank portside is 23,74 m3 with 15,56 meters length 
of the heating coil. Heating coil pipe is using JIS G3459, the material of SUS 316 
with Nominal Diameter of 40 and Schedule 40. The temperature of thermal oil 
fluid flowing therein the heating coil is 180oC and ambient temperature inside 
the tank is 90oC. The following figure will show the result of pipe stress simulation 







Figure 4.11. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Service Tank Portside for Sustained Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of sustained load simulation for 
heating coil inside service tank portside is in blue color, which means that the 
value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result of 
simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this simulation 
based on ASME B31.3 is 135190,7 kPa. Maximum code stress in this simulation is 
3079,7 kPa, happened at Node 191. That means the maximum stress happened 
is 2,3% of allowable stress. 
 




Figure 4.12. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Service Tank Portside for Expansion Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of expansion load simulation 
for heating coil inside service tank portside is in white metallic color, which means 
that the value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result 





simulation based on ASME B31.3 is 339846,3 kPa. Maximum code stress in this 
simulation is 19711,8 kPa, happened at Node 150. That means the maximum 
stress happened is 5,8% of allowable stress. 
 
4.2.5. Service Tank Starboard 
 
The fuel oil capacity of service tank starboard is 23,74 m3 with 15,56 meters length 
of the heating coil. Heating coil pipe is using JIS G3459, the material of SUS 316 
with Nominal Diameter of 40 and Schedule 40. The temperature of thermal oil 
fluid flowing therein the heating coil is 180oC and ambient temperature inside 
the tank is 90oC. The following figure will show the result of pipe stress simulation 
in sustained load. 
 
 
Figure 4.13. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Service Tank Starboard for Sustained Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of sustained load simulation for 
heating coil inside service tank starboard is in blue color, which means that the 
value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full result of 
simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this simulation 
based on ASME B31.3 is 135190,7 kPa. Maximum code stress in this simulation is 
3079,8 kPa, happened at Node 192. That means the maximum stress happened 
is 2,3% of allowable stress. 
 








Figure 4.14. Result of Pipe Stress Simulation Service Tank Starboard for Expansion Load in Caesar II 
 
From the figure above, it is known that the result of expansion load simulation 
for heating coil inside service tank starboard is in white metallic color, which 
means that the value of sustained load is below 20% of allowable stress. The full 
result of simulation will be attached in this document. Allowable stress for this 
simulation based on ASME B31.3 is 339785,9 kPa. Maximum code stress in this 
simulation is 22648,7 kPa, happened at Node 150. That means the maximum 
stress happened is 6,7% of allowable stress. 
 
4.3. Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Sensitivity analysis is intended to define the condition where the pipe 
arrangement will become a failure, or the allowable stress of the pipe is lower 
than the actual stress happened on the system. This analysis will be done by 
removing one or more support that used in the pipe arrangement. Then it will be 
known what effect will happen when the pipe support is removed from a piping 
system. 
 
4.3.1. Storage Tank Portside 
 
The arrangement of the heating coil inside the storage tank portside can be seen 
in figure 4.7. From that figure, it is known that the heating coil is in good condition 
(stress happened is 9,3% of allowable stress). The following figure shows the 







Figure 4.15. Sensitivity Analysis of Storage Tank Portside in Caesar II 
 
The result show this piping system is failed at Node 388, 389, 390, 398, 399, and 
400 with code stress values are 145151,8; 150590,4; 151396,5; 145574,0; 
141871,8; 136127,2 kPa, respectively. They are can be seen in the figure below as 
a red area. Meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa. 
 
4.3.2. Storage Tank Starboard 
 
The arrangement of the heating coil inside the storage tank starboard can be 
seen in figure 4.7. From that figure, it is known that the heating coil is in good 
condition (stress happened is 10,6% of allowable stress). The following figure 
shows the condition where the heating coil pipe arrangement become a failure. 
 
 
Figure 4.16. Sensitivity Analysis of Storage Tank Starboard in Caesar II 
 
The result show this piping system is failed at Node 148, 149, 150, 158, 159, and 





153331,6; 147931,2 kPa, respectively. They are can be seen in the figure below as 
a red area. Meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa. 
 
4.3.3. Settling Tank 
 
The arrangement of the heating coil inside the settling tank can be seen in figure 
4.7. From that figure, it is known that the heating coil is in good condition (stress 
happened is 15% of allowable stress). The following figure shows the condition 
where the heating coil pipe arrangement become a failure. 
 
 
Figure 4.17. Sensitivity Analysis of Settling Tank in Caesar II 
 
The result show this piping system is failed at Node 148, 149, 150, 158, 159, and 
160 with code stress values are 140692,2; 143338,8; 144348,5; 144645,3; 
143652,4; and 140839,7 kPa, respectively. They are can be seen in the figure 
below as a red area. Meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa. 
 
4.3.4. Service Tank Portside 
 
The arrangement of the heating coil inside the service tank portside can be seen 
in figure 4.7. From that figure, it is known that the heating coil is in good condition 
(stress happened is 2,3% of allowable stress). The following figure shows the 







Figure 4.18. Sensitivity Analysis of Service Tank Portside in Caesar II 
 
The result show this piping system is failed at Node 148, 149, and 150 with code 
stress values are 142334,5; 143016,3; and 142088,3 kPa, respectively. They are can 
be seen in the figure below as a red area. Meanwhile, the allowable stress value 
is 135190,7 kPa. 
 
4.3.5. Service Tank Starboard 
 
The arrangement of the heating coil inside the service tank starboard can be seen 
in figure 4.7. From that figure, it is known that the heating coil is in good condition 
(stress happened is 4,6% of allowable stress). The following figure shows the 




Figure 4.19. Sensitivity Analysis of Service Tank Starboard in Caesar II 
 
The result show this piping system is failed at Node 168, 169, 179, and 180 with 
code stress values are 174385,7; 153245,0; 152594,4; and 172468,2 kPa, 
respectively. They are can be seen in the figure below as a red area. Meanwhile, 









Based on the data analysed in the previous chapter, some conclusions can be 
made as follow. 
 
1. The exhaust gas outlet temperatures from economizer used on MT. Parigi based on 
shop test result are as follow. 
 75% MCR of Main Engine, exhaust gas outlet temperature from 
economizer is 147,05oC; 
 85% MCR of Main Engine, exhaust gas outlet temperature from 
economizer is 162,11oC; 
 100% MCR of Main Engine, exhaust gas outlet temperature from 
economizer is 192,9oC. 
 
2. Thermal oil heating system on MT. Parigi is able to distribute heat into fuel oil 
tanks in accordance with the design value in order to increase the fuel oil 
temperature inside each fuel tanks, both using boiler scenario and economizer 
scenario, as follow. 
 






Boiler Scenario Economizer Scenario 
Input Output Re-entered Input Output Re-entered 
Storage 
Tank P/S 
179,92 140,06 139,90 179,39 140,71 139,96 
Storage 
Tank S/B 
179,92 140,06 139,90 179,35 140,74 139,96 
Settling 
Tank 
179,93 140,06 139,90 179,42 140,68 139,96 
Service 
Tank P/S 
179,93 140,06 139,90 179,42 140,68 139,96 
Service 
Tank S/B 
179,91 140,06 139,90 179,34 140,76 139,96 
 
From the table above, it is known that the re-entered temperature of the 
thermal oil to the heating equipment in boiler scenario is lower than 





scenario is bigger than the pump capacity in economizer. Bigger the capacity 
of the pump, the value of temperature decrease also become bigger. 
 
3. Heating duration of fuel oil in each fuel tanks will be shown in the following 
table. 
 
Table 6.2. Summary of Heating Duration on MT. Parigi 
Fuel Oil Tanks Heating Duration 
(hours) 
Boiler Scenario Economizer Scenario 
Storage Tank P/S 0,673 4,706 
Storage Tank S/B 0,701 4,907 
Settling Tank 0,053 0,369 
Service Tank P/S 0,105 0,730 
Service Tank S/B 0,105 0,732 
 
Based on the summary of heating duration in the table above, it can be known 
that boiler scenario has faster heating duration than economizer scenario in 
full pump capacity. It can be happen because the pump capacity of boiler 
scenario is bigger than the pump capacity of economizer scenario. The bigger 
pump capacity, the faster the duration of heating will take place. 
 
4. The heating coil system inside fuel tanks that have been installed onboard is 
safe to use, or able to withstand the pressure and temperature of the thermal 
oil flowing therein. It means that the allowable pipe stress of heating coil is 
bigger than the stress that happened in the system. Here are the details.  
 Storage Tank Portside, maximum stress happened is  12530,5 kPa at 
Node 80, meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa;  
 Storage Tank Starboard, maximum stress happened is  14336 kPa at 
Node 468, meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa; 
 Settling Tank, maximum stress happened is  3953,1 kPa at Node 92, 
meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa; 
 Service Tank Portside, maximum stress happened is  3079,7 kPa at 
Node 91, meanwhile, the allowable stress value is 135190,7 kPa; 
 Service Tank Starboard, maximum stress happened is  3079,8 kPa at 




Based on the conclusion above, the author has several suggestions for the 





1. The heating duration in the conclusion above is operated in the maximum 
capacity of the pump. If the heating duration is too fast, the ship’s crew can 
slow it down by regulating the capacity of the pump, for example by arranging 
the opening of the valve that has been installed on board. 
 
2. Further analysis on heating coil pipe stress due to sustained load and 
expansion load can be conducted by using another pipe stress software, in 
order to compare the result of a software to another software, for example, 
Autopipe. 
 
3. Engineering evaluation in analyzing the pipe stress distribution line on MT. 
Parigi is needed. It is intended to improve is the distribution line of thermal oil 
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Technical data for Aalborg EXV econo-
miser
1 General data
•   Project No.:................................................................................................202770
•   Hull No.:....................................................................................AH-037, AH-038
2 Technical specification
•   Type:..............................................................................EXV632 46 48.3 900DD
•   Quantity:....................................................................................................1 Pc(s).
3 Through the pipes, thermal fluid
•   Quantity:................................................................................................23,7 m³/h
•   Inlet temperature:........................................................................................140 ºC
•   Outlet temperature:.....................................................................................180 ºC
•   Flow resistance:....................................................................................17,5 m.l.c.
4 Dimensions
•   Diameter without insulation:..................................................................1,664 mm
•   Height excl. cones:.................................................................................3,700 mm
•   Height incl. cones:.................................................................................5,100 mm
•   Exhaust gas connection:............................................................................DN 800
•   Weight (empty):.......................................................................................6,200 kg
•   Liquid contents:...................................................................................1,190 litres
5 Design data
•   Main engine:......................................................................MAN 6S35MC7.1-TII
Note: Please check exhaust gas data with motor maker
TECHNICAL DATA FOR AALBORG EXV ECONOMISER
Language UK 2-7 / 12
Exhaust gas side:
Engine load 85 (%)
•   Capacity:...................................................................................................500 kW
•   Exhaust gas quantity:..........................................................................33.300 kg/h
•   Exhaust gas temperature before heater........................................................248 °C
•   Exhaust gas temperature after heater..........................................................197 °C
•   Pressure drop exhaust gasses...................................................................1.232 Pa.
Engine load 100 (%)
•   Capacity:...................................................................................................619 kW
•   Exhaust gas quantity:...........................................................................37.200kg/h
•   Exhaust gas temperature before heater........................................................265 °C
•   Exhaust gas temperature after heater..........................................................209 °C
•   Pressure drop exhaust gasses...................................................................1.545 Pa.
6 Soot cleaning equipment
•    Required quantity of water:.....................................................................24 l/min
•    Required pressure of water at the nozzle:.................................................2 bar(g)
7 Firefighting equipment
•    Required quantity of water:..................................................................22,5 l/min
•   Required pressure of water at the nozzle:..................................................3 bar(g)
TECHNICAL DATA FOR AALBORG EXV ECONOMISER
2-8 / 12 Language UK























































0 1021.5 0.118 1.495 1324.87 1297.01 -
10 1014.9 0.118 1.529 344.26 339.20 -
20 1008.4 0.118 1.562 123.47 122.45 -
30 1001.8 0.117 1.596 55.60 55.51 -
40 995.2 0.117 1.630 29.50 29.64 -
50 988.6 0.116 1.665 17.64 17.84 -
60 981.9 0.116 1.699 11.53 11.74 -
70 975.2 0.115 1.733 8.06 8.26 0.01
80 968.5 0.115 1.768 5.93 6.12 0.02
90 961.8 0.114 1.803 4.55 4.73 0.03
100 955.0 0.114 1.837 3.60 3.77 0.05
110 948.2 0.113 1.873 2.92 3.08 0.08
120 941.4 0.112 1.908 2.42 2.58 0.12
130 934.5 0.111 1.943 2.05 2.19 0.18
140 927.6 0.111 1.978 1.75 1.89 0.27
150 920.6 0.110 2.014 1.52 1.65 0.40
160 913.6 0.109 2.050 1.34 1.46 0.58
170 906.6 0.108 2.086 1.18 1.30 0.83
180 899.5 0.107 2.122 1.06 1.17 1.17
190 892.3 0.107 2.158 0.95 1.06 1.62
200 885.1 0.106 2.195 0.86 0.97 2.23
210 877.8 0.105 2.231 0.78 0.89 3.02
220 870.4 0.104 2.268 0.72 0.82 4.06
230 863.0 0.103 2.305 0.66 0.77 5.39
240 855.5 0.102 2.342 0.61 0.71 7.10
250 847.9 0.100 2.379 0.57 0.67 9.25
260 840.3 0.099 2.417 0.53 0.63 11.95
270 832.5 0.098 2.455 0.49 0.59 15.31
280 824.6 0.097 2.492 0.46 0.56 19.46
290 816.6 0.096 2.531 0.44 0.54 24.55
300 808.5 0.095 2.569 0.41 0.51 30.73
310 800.3 0.093 2.608 0.39 0.49 38.22
320 792.0 0.092 2.647 0.37 0.47 47.20
330 783.5 0.091 2.686 0.35 0.45 57.94
340 774.8 0.089 2.726 0.34 0.43 70.68
350 765.9 0.088 2.766 0.32 0.42 85.74
360 756.9 0.086 2.806 0.31 0.41 103.42
370 747.7 0.085 2.847 0.30 0.39 124.09
380 738.2 0.084 2.889 0.28 0.38 148.13
Note: Values quoted are typical values obtained in the laboratory from production samples. Other samples might exhibit slightly different data.
Specifications are subject to change. Write to Solutia for current sales specifications.
Density (kg/m3) = -0.614254 * T (°C) - 0.000321 * T2 (°C) + 1020.62
Heat capacity (kJ/kg.K) = 0.003313 * T (°C) + 0.0000008970785 * T2 (°C) + 1.496005
Thermal Conductivity (W/m.K) = -0.000033 * T (°C) - 0.00000015 * T2 (°C) + 0.118294
Kinematic Viscosity (mm2/s) = e 
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ISOMETRIC DRAWING OF HEATING COIL INSIDE 




































ISOMETRIC DRAWING OF HEATING COIL INSIDE 




































































ISOMETRIC DRAWING OF HEATING COIL INSIDE 


































ISOMETRIC DRAWING OF HEATING COIL INSIDE 
























































= 6200 kg = <0,02 mgKOH/g







Economizer analysis on thermal oil process means to prove is done because there are 
differences data between the maker's data with the shop test data of the main engine.
The following table will show the technical data of economizer, thermal oil fluid, and shop 





















Economizer Analysis on Thermal Oil Heating Process

















Aalborg EXV632 46 
48.3 900DD 































Based on calculation above, it is known that the outlet temperature of exhaust gas 
from the economizer at 85% load of main engine is 166,5 
o
C.
Heat of thermal oil fluid will be kept constant. The heat value of thermal oil fluid is as 
following.
QTO mTO x CpTO x ∆TTO
QTO QEG
TEGout
Therefore, the analysis will be done in order to find out the outlet temperature of exhaust 
gas from the economizer, at 75%, 85%, and 100% MCR of the main engine.
Analysis on 85% Load of Main Engine
QTO QEG
Based on calculation above, it is known that the outlet temperature of exhaust gas 




Analysis on 75% Load of Main Engine
Heat of thermal oil fluid will be kept constant. The heat value of thermal oil fluid is as 
following.
QTO mTO x CpTO x ∆TTO
== 483,162 kW





Based on calculation above, it is known that the outlet temperature of exhaust gas 
from the economizer at 85% load of main engine is 196,3 
o
C.
Analysis on 100% Load of Main Engine
Heat of thermal oil fluid will be kept constant. The heat value of thermal oil fluid is as 
following.




































Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 150A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 165,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 154,2 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 30 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 180 oC
: 453,15 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,053202743 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000329004 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,479383344 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 3,26137E-02 K.m/W







Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,97 oC
: 453,12 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,95 oC
: 453,10 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,92 oC
: 453,07 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00052933 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,192287408 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 8,64973E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Temperature Decrease




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,95 oC
: 453,10 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,92 oC
: 453,07 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00052933 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,192287408 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 8,64973E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Temperature Decrease




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,95 oC
: 453,10 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,93 oC
: 453,08 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000738942 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,583439192 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Temperature Decrease




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,95 oC
: 453,10 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,93 oC
: 453,08 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000738942 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,583439192 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Temperature Decrease




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,95 oC
: 453,10 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,92 oC
: 453,07 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000738942 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,583439192 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Temperature Decrease




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,21 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000724453 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,804990354 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W







Scenario = Service Tank (S) (20A) - (60A)
Total Length
QLOSS
Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,05 oC
: 413,2048004 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Service Tank (S) (65A) - Consumer Line
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,21 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000724453 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,804990354 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W







Scenario = Service Tank (P) (20A) - (60A)
Total Length
QLOSS
Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,05 oC
: 413,2035719 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Service Tank (P) (65A) - Consumer Line
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,21 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000724453 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,804990354 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W







Scenario = Settling Tank (P) (20A) - (60A)
Total Length
QLOSS
Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,05 oC
: 413,2041088 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Settling Tank (P) (65A) - Consumer Line
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,21 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000518951 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,128719664 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 9,28017E-02 K.m/W







Scenario = Storage Tank (S) (40A) - (65A)
Total Length
QLOSS
Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,2078376 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Storage Tank (S) (65A) - Consumer Line
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,21 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000518951 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,128719664 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 9,28017E-02 K.m/W







Scenario = Storage Tank (P) (40A) - (65A)
Total Length
QLOSS
Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,06 oC
: 413,2066933 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Storage Tank (P) (65A) - Consumer Line
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,03 oC
: 413,182972 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,11838186 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00045045 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,7623567 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 150A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 165,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 154,2 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,02 oC
: 413,165685 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,05320274 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00032255 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,37424159 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 3,43747E-02 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Distribution Line (150A) - Deaerated Pipe
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 200A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 216,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 203,6 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,00 oC
: 413,15 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,040294023 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000283245 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,358179312 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 2,63829E-02 K.m/W







Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution




Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 150A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 165,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 154,2 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 139,96 oC
: 413,11 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,053202743 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000322553 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,374241587 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 3,43747E-02 K.m/W







Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Goes to Boiler from Pump
Total Length
QLOSS



































Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 180 oC
: 453,15 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 125A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 139,8 mm
Inner Diameter : 130,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 30 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,84 oC
: 452,9924769 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,062961343 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000336008 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,558502976 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 3,74923E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Economizer - Distribution Line (125A)
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 150A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 165,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 154,2 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 30 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,84 oC
: 452,987236 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,053202743 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000329004 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,479383344 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 3,26137E-02 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Economizer - Distribution Line (150A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,75 oC
: 452,90 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Branch Pipe (65A)
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,61 oC
: 452,76 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,41 oC
: 452,56 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00052933 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,192287408 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 8,64973E-02 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Storage Tank (P) (40A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,61 oC
: 452,76 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,37 oC
: 452,52 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00052933 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,192287408 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 8,64973E-02 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Storage Tank (S) (40A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,61 oC
: 452,76 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Settling Tank (P) (65A)
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,48 oC
: 452,63 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000738942 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,583439192 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Settling Tank (P) (20A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,61 oC
: 452,76 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,48 oC
: 452,63 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000738942 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,583439192 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Service Tank (P) (20A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 25 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,61 oC
: 452,76 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000459455 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,814199552 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,28450E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 33,33 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0554 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 179,40 oC
: 452,55 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000738942 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,583439192 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line - Service Tank (S) (20A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,76 oC
: 413,91 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000724453 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,804990354 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Service Tank (S) (20A) - (65A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,72 oC
: 413,8738655 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,68 oC
: 413,83 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000724453 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,804990354 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Service Tank (P) (20A) - (65A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,64 oC
: 413,7853654 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 20A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 27,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 23,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,68 oC
: 413,83 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,352097126 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000724453 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,804990354 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 1,34877E-01 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Settling Tank (P) (20A) - (65A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,64 oC
: 413,7890933 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Settling Tank (P) (65A) - Consumer Line
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,74 oC
: 413,89 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000518951 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,128719664 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 9,28017E-02 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Storage Tank (S) (40A) - (65A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,72 oC
: 413,8749752 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 40A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 48,6 mm
Inner Diameter : 43,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,71 oC
: 413,86 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,188594553 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000518951 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 1,128719664 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 9,28017E-02 K.m/W









Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Storage Tank (P) (40A) - (65A)
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,69 oC
: 413,8370318 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450446 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,52 oC
: 413,6723 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,11838186 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00045045 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,7623567 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Consumer Line (65A) - Distribution Line (150A)
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 150A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 165,2 mm
Inner Diameter : 154,2 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,40 oC
: 413,55243 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,05320274 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,00032255 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,37424159 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 3,43747E-02 K.m/W








Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution
Scenario = Distribution Line (150A) - Deaerated Pipe
Total Length
Pipe Parameters
Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 80A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 89,1 mm
Inner Diameter : 81,5 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,27 oC
: 413,4151771 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,100660896 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000417397 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,663163799 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 5,83519E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution





Type : JIS G3454 STPG 370S
Thermal Conductivity : 34,00 W/mK
Nominal Size : 65A
Schedule : 80
Outside Diameter : 76,3 mm
Inner Diameter : 69,3 mm




Type : IZOCAM GLASSWOOL
Thickness : 20 mm
Thermal Conductivity : 0,0486 W/mK
Temperature Parameters
Fluid Temperature : 140,07 oC
: 413,2240553 K
Ambient Temperature : 45 oC
: 318,15 K
Air Convection Coeff. : 50 W/m
2
K




R1 (Oil Convection) : 0,118381862 K.m/W
R2 (Oil Conduction) : 0,000450462 K.m/W
R3 (Insulation Cond.) : 0,762356698 K.m/W
R4 (Air Convection) : 6,61080E-02 K.m/W






Heat Loss of Insulated Thermal Oil Pipe Distribution






































V : 299,78 m
3




As : 11,99 m
2




Ti : 30,00 oC
Td : 45,00 oC






: 0,0605 m : m
3
/h
: 3,9 mm : m
3
/s
: 0,0039 m : m
3
/h




3 QHFO : kJ
: 158,7338352 L QTO Economizer : kW
рTO : 899,5 kg/m
3 QTO Boiler : kW
: 142,7810847 kg
: 0,142781085 ton
QTO : QTO :
495,0 : 3460,6 :
: s : s
: h : hours
HFO STORAGE TANK PORTSIDE
Time Needed to Heat HFO using Boiler 
Pump
QHFO












( m x c x ΔT ) / t
3460,61
















V : 312,26 m
3




As : 12,49 m
2




Ti : 30,00 oC
Td : 45,00 oC






: 0,0605 m : m
3
/h
: 3,9 mm : m
3
/s
: 0,0039 m : m
3
/h




3 QHFO : kJ
: 160,3181558 L QTO Economizer : kW
рTO : 899,5 kg/m
3 QTO Boiler : kW
: 144,2061811 kg
: 0,144206181 ton
QTO : QTO :
494,5 : 3460,6 :
: s : s
: h : hours
QHFO QHFO











Time Needed to Heat HFO using 
Economizer Pump











HFO STORAGE TANK STARBOARD













As : 4,75 m
2




Ti : 45,00 oC
Td : 60,00 oC






: 0,0486 m : m
3
/h
: 3,7 mm : m
3
/s
: 0,0037 m : m
3
/h




3 QHFO : kJ
: 49,23368581 L QTO Economizer : kW
рTO : 899,5 kg/m
3 QTO Boiler : kW
: 44,28570039 kg
: 0,0442857 ton
QTO : QTO :
495,3 : 3461,5 :
: s : s
: h : hours
QHFO QHFO











Time Needed to Heat HFO using 
Economizer Pump

























As : 2,37 m
2




Ti : 60,00 oC
Td : 90,00 oC






: 0,0486 m : m
3
/h
: 3,7 mm : m
3
/s
: 0,0037 m : m
3
/h




3 QHFO : kJ
: 24,62475575 L QTO Economizer : kW
рTO : 899,5 kg/m
3 QTO Boiler : kW
: 22,14996779 kg
: 0,022149968 ton
QTO : QTO :
495,3 : 3461,5 :
: s : s
: h : hours
QHFO QHFO











Time Needed to Heat HFO using 
Economizer Pump











HFO SERVICE TANK PORTSIDE













As : 2,37 m
2




Ti : 60,00 oC
Td : 90,00 oC






: 0,0486 m : m
3
/h
: 3,7 mm : m
3
/s
: 0,0037 m : m
3
/h




3 QHFO : kJ
: 24,62475575 L QTO Economizer : kW
рTO : 899,5 kg/m
3 QTO Boiler : kW
: 22,14996779 kg
: 0,022149968 ton
QTO : QTO :
494,3 : 3459,7 :
: s : s
: h : hours
QHFO QHFO











Time Needed to Heat HFO using 
Economizer Pump











HFO SERVICE TANK STARBOARD

























PIPE STRESS ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF 












CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:10
Job Name: STORAGE STARBOARD REV
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                      9.3       @Node     80
Code Stress:                12530.5       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1638.8       @Node     98  
Bending Stress:             11105.3       @Node     80  
Torsion Stress:              1089.7       @Node     90  
Hoop Stress:                 3312.9       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:       12778.5       @Node     80  
STORAGE TANK PORTSIDE
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:6
Job Name: STORAGE PORT REV
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                     10.6       @Node    468
Code Stress:                14336.0       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1614.4       @Node    148  
Bending Stress:             12949.2       @Node    468  
Torsion Stress:              1391.1       @Node    440  
Hoop Stress:                 3312.9       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:       14501.2       @Node    469  
STORAGE TANK STARBOARD
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:2
Job Name: SETTLING REV.
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                      2.9       @Node     92
Code Stress:                 3953.1       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1290.3       @Node     99  
Bending Stress:              2588.9       @Node     92  
Torsion Stress:               508.4       @Node     89  
Hoop Stress:                 2730.0       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:        4184.5       @Node     92  
SETTLING TANK
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 13, 2017   Time: 16:37
Job Name: SERVICE PORT
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                      2.3       @Node    191
Code Stress:                 3079.7       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1288.6       @Node     99  
Bending Stress:              1823.1       @Node    191  
Torsion Stress:               609.5       @Node    199  
Hoop Stress:                 2730.0       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:        3696.4       @Node    201  
SERVICE TANK PORTSIDE
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 13, 2017   Time: 16:41
Job Name: SERVICE SB
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                      2.3       @Node    192
Code Stress:                 3079.8       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1276.9       @Node     99  
Bending Stress:              1823.2       @Node    192  
Torsion Stress:               609.5       @Node    199  
Hoop Stress:                 2730.0       @Node     70  






















PIPE STRESS ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF 












CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:10
Job Name: STORAGE STARBOARD REV
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Ratio (%):                      7.8       @Node     79
Code Stress:                25628.9       Allowable Stress:     329024.3  
Axial Stress:                 763.0       @Node    230  
Bending Stress:             25230.4       @Node     79  
Torsion Stress:              3377.5       @Node     90  
Hoop Stress:                    0.0       @Node     20  
Max Stress Intensity:       25628.9       @Node     79  
STORAGE TANK PORTSIDE
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:6
Job Name: STORAGE PORT REV
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Ratio (%):                     12.0       @Node    460
Code Stress:                40062.9       Allowable Stress:     335110.8  
Axial Stress:                 745.2       @Node    390  
Bending Stress:             39556.8       @Node    459  
Torsion Stress:              2848.3       @Node    460  
Hoop Stress:                    0.0       @Node     20  
Max Stress Intensity:       40062.9       @Node    460  
STORAGE TANK STARBOARD
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:2
Job Name: SETTLING REV.
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Ratio (%):                      6.0       @Node     90
Code Stress:                20297.7       Allowable Stress:     338905.7  
Axial Stress:                 502.1       @Node     90  
Bending Stress:             19569.4       @Node     90  
Torsion Stress:              1555.0       @Node     89  
Hoop Stress:                    0.0       @Node     20  
Max Stress Intensity:       20297.7       @Node     90  
SETTLING TANK
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 13, 2017   Time: 16:37
Job Name: SERVICE PORT
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Ratio (%):                      5.8       @Node    150
Code Stress:                19711.8       Allowable Stress:     339846.3  
Axial Stress:                 487.9       @Node    150  
Bending Stress:             19215.3       @Node    150  
Torsion Stress:              1858.2       @Node    109  
Hoop Stress:                    0.0       @Node     20  
Max Stress Intensity:       19711.8       @Node    150  
SERVICE TANK PORTSIDE
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 13, 2017   Time: 16:41
Job Name: SERVICE SB
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK PASSED      : LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 5 (EXP) L5=L2-L4
Ratio (%):                      6.7       @Node     98
Code Stress:                22648.7       Allowable Stress:     339785.9  
Axial Stress:                 487.7       @Node    150  
Bending Stress:             22252.7       @Node     98  
Torsion Stress:              1758.2       @Node    109  
Hoop Stress:                    0.0       @Node     20  


































CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:25
Job Name: STORAGE STARBOARD REV
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK FAILED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                    112.0       @Node    390
Code Stress:               151396.5       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                2269.4       @Node    390  
Bending Stress:            148984.3       @Node    390  
Torsion Stress:             44385.6       @Node    370  
Hoop Stress:                 3312.9       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:      150590.4       @Node    389  
STORAGE TANK PORTSIDE
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:24
Job Name: STORAGE PORT REV
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK FAILED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                    114.1       @Node    158
Code Stress:               154225.2       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                2290.2       @Node    158  
Bending Stress:            151905.5       @Node    158  
Torsion Stress:             45040.0       @Node    170  
Hoop Stress:                 3312.9       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:      154225.2       @Node    158  
STORAGE TANK STARBOARD
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:24
Job Name: SETTLING REV.
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK FAILED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                    107.0       @Node    158
Code Stress:               144645.3       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1660.5       @Node     99  
Bending Stress:            143128.8       @Node    158  
Torsion Stress:              8161.3       @Node    110  
Hoop Stress:                 2730.0       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:      145441.1       @Node    150  
SETTLING TANK
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:18
Job Name: SERVICE PORT
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK FAILED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                    105.8       @Node    149
Code Stress:               143016.3       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1546.0       @Node    149  
Bending Stress:            141360.3       @Node    149  
Torsion Stress:             35786.8       @Node    170  
Hoop Stress:                 2730.0       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:      143016.3       @Node    149  
SERVICE TANK PORTSIDE
CAESAR II 2014  Ver.7.00.00.2800,  (Build 140416)   Date: JUL 14, 2017   Time: 13:23
Job Name: SERVICE SB
Licensed To: SPLM: Edit company name in <system>\company.txt
STRESS SUMMARY REPORT: Highest Stresses Mini Statement
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
LOAD CASE DEFINITION KEY
CASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Piping Code: B31.3      = B31.3 -2012, Jan 10, 2013                       
 CODE STRESS CHECK FAILED      : LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Highest Stresses: (KPa       ) LOADCASE 4 (SUS) W+P1
Ratio (%):                    129.0       @Node    168
Code Stress:               174385.7       Allowable Stress:     135190.7  
Axial Stress:                1545.1       @Node     88  
Bending Stress:            172511.7       @Node    168  
Torsion Stress:             65678.0       @Node    170  
Hoop Stress:                 2730.0       @Node     70  
Max Stress Intensity:      174385.7       @Node    168  
SERVICE TANK STARBOARD
